
Musical Go Fish
Are you ready to take your next game of Go Fish to a whole new level? Look no further than WCO’s Musical Go Fish cards
featuring musical symbols to spice up your game night. Instead of numbers, you’ll be collecting pairs of cards featuring
symbols such as the Treble Clef, Time Signature, and more. Not only will you be having fun playing Go Fish, but you’ll also
be learning about music theory at the same time.

The first step is to print out the cards from the PDF and cut them out. This can be a great opportunity to teach your kids
about following instructions and using scissors safely.

Once you have your cards cut out, the possibilities for decoration are endless. You can use crayons, markers, stickers,
glitter, or any other art supplies you have on hand. Just be sure that the symbols on the cards remain readable, so that the
game can be played properly.

This activity is not only fun, but it can also help your kids develop their creativity and fine motor skills. And who knows,
maybe the game you create together will become a family favorite that you can play for years to come.

Now that we have our supplies, let’s go over the basics of Go Fish. The objective of the game is to collect pairs of cards.
Each player is dealt a hand of cards, and the remaining cards are placed in a draw pile. On their turn, a player asks
another player if they have a certain card. If the player being asked has the card, they must give it to the player who asked,
and the player who asked gets to go again. If the player being asked does not have the card, the player who asked must
draw a card from the draw pile. The game continues until all pairs have been collected, and the player with the most pairs
at the end of the game wins.

Remember, the most important part of game night is to have fun and enjoy each other’s company. So, grab your cards and
get ready to make some beautiful music with your friends and family.



Treble Clef Treble Clef

Bass Clef

Bass Clef

Time Signature Time Signature



Half Note Half Note Quarter Note

Quarter Note Whole Note Whole Note



Sharp Sharp 8th Note

8th Note Quarter Rest Quarter Rest



Eighth Rest Eighth Rest

Half Rest

Half Rest

Flat Flat



Natural Natural Beam Note

Beam Note Dotted Half Note Dotted Half Note



Double Bar line Double Bar line 16th Note

16th Note Single Bar line Single Bar line



Repeat Sign Repeat Sign Whole Rest

Whole Rest 16th Rest 16th Rest
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